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The Fresh Equation

Digital resources

+

Interactive whiteboards

+ 

Collaborative tools

=

Engagement of the ‘digital natives’
Discover high quality digital content via TaLe
Access to Centre for Learning Innovation resources

Access resource

Virtually Archibald is only available through the NSW Department of Education and Training network.

View Virtually Archibald online

To access the resource online, click on the link below. Virtually Archibald includes video and audio resources which may be slow to access via a modem Internet connection.

Download Virtually Archibald

To download the resource, click on the icon link below. Due to the large file size, please download this resource outside of school hours.

Software required to run the resource is not included in the download. It can be...
Search for TLF Objects by Key Learning Area and Stage

The Learning Federation

The Learning Federation (TLF) develops online curriculum materials for teachers and students in Australia and New Zealand. It also works to ensure that these materials can be used to widen and enhance learning experiences in the classroom. TLF is an initiative of the governments of Australia, the Australian states and territories, and New Zealand.

Online materials have been devised for students in Years K-10. Many of these could be used with TAFE students. Objects have been created in the areas of:

- Science
- Mathematics and numeracy
- Literacy for students at Risk Years 6-8
- Studies of Australia
- Languages other than English: Chinese, Japanese and Indonesian
- Innovation, enterprise and creativity.

This content has been created in two formats:

- Interactive multimedia learning objects
- Digitised online resources.

Multimedia learning objects:
The learning objects contain digital material - e.g. graphics, text, audio, animation and interactive tools designed to engage and motivate student learning.

Digitised online resources:
Ad resource consists of a single item or asset - e.g. a section of mixing footage, a...
Use quick search for a specific activity

Quick search

Quick search is the fastest way to find resources for student learning. Simply type a word or phrase that best describes the information you want to find.
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Quick search results for 'metaphor activity'

Displaying 5 matching records

1-5

1. Dream machine: metaphor

Description: Build a dream bike, using fantasy parts such as a time-travel frame and super sonic jet-pod. Look at a model text that uses metaphors to recount a journey on a 'Wish come true bike'. Choose metaphors to make an interesting recount of an adventure on another fantasy bike. This activity is one in a
Dream Machine

Use the Dream machine catalogue to build your fantasy bike. Then make some metaphors to describe our amazing machines!
Games for learning on the parents and community part of TaLe
When teachers display digital content on an interactive whiteboard students find it highly engaging and motivating …
In an evaluation of a trial of a learning management system carried out by CLI last year teachers said:

“Chat engages all students and enables the teacher to keep a close eye on each student's progress and to be able to help them before they fall behind”

“Forums/Chat/QA are evidence of all students’ opinions not just the loudest. All students have a voice and are able to express a point of view and can be heard”
Underpinning the fresh equation …

is effective pedagogy …

composed of *authentic elements* from

*quality teaching*

*productive pedagogy*

*personalised learning*  OR

*connected learning*

AND the TEACHER is central.
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